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Bruce Fulton

86 Rothschild Ave

Rosebery 2018



Submission re Rosebery Estate



To Whom it may Concern



We have been residents of Rosebery for twenty years.  Our attraction to Rosebery was;

1. Its streetscape – wide tree-lined avenues and an abundance of space and single-story largely California bungalow style dwellings, which gave the estate, a unique charm;

2. The single-story covenant – which we understand continues to this day – made for an attractive neighbourhood, ie meaning that no “McMansions” could be erected;

3. There was a mixture of older residents and younger families with many immigrants, which was attractive to our family; and

4. The area was close enough to the airport, the beach and the city, yet it was a relatively quiet and under-developed estate – it largely remains quiet and safe for all after business hours, to this day.



This has changed with; 

1. A number of dwellings recently being built in our street (and also elsewhere in the estate) – which we understand to be outside of and in breach of the single-story covenant – that has significantly altered our local streetscape;

2. Council inserting ridiculous median strips in the estate’s wide avenues, making it hard for some vehicles to navigate past/around, in which have been planted vegetation requiring significant amounts of water; and

3. More recently the cycle lanes that have been added to both sides of Dunning Ave are just ridiculous and downright dangerous for pedestrians, cyclists and motorists!

4. The estate has changed and we believe it is not for the betterment of residents.



None of the above has been undertaken with any consultation with local residents and a recent meeting at Turrawul Park in Rosebery was testament to that, with many local and long-term residents coming out to vent their frustrations, at the apparent contempt for the existing laws, poor planning and wanton disregard of the wants and desires of the local residents, on what was a relatively hot weekend morning.



We would like the fabric of Rosebery preserved as it now is, with a halt to further non-compliant development, the laws as they stand (single-story covenant) to be upheld and along with other local and motivated residents, not be run rough shod over by either state planning or council authorities, who seem to “think they know” what residents of the estate want and desire!




